Foreman - Bug #34008

Cannot search by organization or location parameter
11/25/2021 08:45 AM - Shimon Shtein
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<tr>
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Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8953

Triaged: No

Bugzilla link: 1869351

Description
Host's scoped search definitions are missing OrganizationParameter and LocationParameter from the scoped search definition.

Steps to reproduce:
1. Set boolean organization parameter foo = true to non-empty organization
2. Search for "params.foo = t" on hosts index page

Observe zero hosts

Expected:
All hosts in that organization

Associated revisions
Revision a2bb47c7 - 11/25/2021 11:30 AM - Shimon Shtein
Fixes #34008 - Add org + loc params to scoped search

History

#1 - 11/25/2021 08:46 AM - Shimon Shtein
- Bugzilla link set to 1869351

#2 - 11/25/2021 10:36 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8953 added

#3 - 11/25/2021 11:30 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 3.2.0 added

#4 - 11/25/2021 12:01 PM - Shimon Shtein
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman/a2bb47c7396bc70365d8876102547bec77b3df985.

#5 - 12/06/2021 12:41 PM - Amit Upadhye
- Fixed in Releases 3.1.0 added

#6 - 12/08/2021 07:49 AM - Amit Upadhye
- Fixed in Releases deleted (3.2.0)